
The Hood launches its  
first-ever Evening Menu by  

MasterChef Winner 
Khanh-Ly Huynh

The Hood, already a favorite among Paris’s creative crowd,  
announces the launch of its Asian-inspired evening menu from

Chef Khanh-Ly Huynh, winner of Masterchef France 2015.

From Thursdays through Saturdays starting at 7pm, 
The Hood Paris will transform into a neo-bistro, serving up 

Asian-inspired, seasonal shared plates along with a perfectly-
paired selection of organic wines and craft beers. 
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Following the success of their atypical breakfast, 
lunch, and brunch offerings (including their bestselling banh-mì and 
rice bowls), The Hood is introducing newer, extended opening hours

alongside a brand-new menu that brings together the best of 
French and Asian flavours.

In the spirit of The Hood’s collaborative,
neighborhood-centric ethos, their new evening menu,

currently in its soft-launch stage, features local French produce 
sourced from the next-door Terroirs d’Avenir, on Rue Jean-Pierre 

Timbaud. Each dish features nods to the founders’ travels and 
encounters abroad, and many include Asian ingredientsParisians 

are unlikely to be familiar with. But with her French-honed culinary 
techniques, head chef and co-owner Khanh-Ly Huynh

is convinced she can make everything from Pandan chiffon to 
sriracha household names in Paris.

My goal was to create a menu that 
intrigues but doesn’t intimidate,

Something new and exciting, yet 
rooted in simplicity and familiarity. 
The Hood should be accessible to 
everyone, as it always has been.

says Huynh.

About The Hood 

Founded in 2016, The Hood’s goal is to provide
 a hangout space in the center of Paris where anyone can walk 
in off the street and feel, somehow, that they belong. Initially 

advertised as a coffee shop for brevity’s sake, The Hood is,more 
accurately, a community gathering space with music, food, and 

creativity at its heart.

The Hood will host 
a private press preview

 of its new menu 
next Wednesday, April 25th. 

Invitees will have the chance to taste each dish as well as meet
co-founder and chef Khanh-Ly Huynh. 

The rest of the team will also be there to discuss their vision for
 The Hood as an accessible space free from prejudice, 

reflective of the “mix of people and borders” 
(New York Times, 2015) of Rue Jean PIerre Timbaud.

@THEHOODPARIS11                    @THEHOODPARIS
80 RUE JEAN PIERRE TIMBAUD, 75011  PARIS

WWW.THEHOODPARIS.COM
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